ZBLIST Configuration File


The ZBLIST configuration file allows users to specify their own set of startup parameters to ZBLIST.  Although users can specify any name for the configuration file, the usual name is ZBCONFIG.TXT.  It is recommended that the normal configuration file reside in the same folder/directory as ZBLIST.EXE.  

Upon startup, ZBLIST first looks for the configuration file in the current folder/directory to be listed.  This allows different configuration files in different folders.  If no configuration file exists in the current directory, ZBLIST looks for the configuration file in the same folder (directory) as the ZBLIST.EXE execution file.  If no configuration file is found in the same folder/directory as ZBLIST.EXE, then ZBLIST uses its default configuration.

The ZBLIST configuration file contains ASCII commands/parameters separated by one or more spaces.  Unless otherwise specified, the contents of the configuration file can be in upper or lower case.  The first word on a CONFIG record is the command.  The number of subsequent parameters on the same line as the command depends on the command itself.


Configuration Commands/Parameters:



“*” (asterisk) – Any CONFIG record in which the first non-blank is an asterisk is considered a comment.  The entire line is ignored.




Colors:  Color commands begin with “C” and allow the user to specify various colors for various parts of a ZBList screen.   ZBList recognizes the colors red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, violet, cyan, magenta, black, white, gold, gray, brown, chocolate, khaki, lime, maroon, navy, olive, peach, purple, silver, sky, tan, and turquoise.  These colors can be abbreviated to the bold/underlined letters.  In addition, colors can be lightened or darkened by placing one-to-five plus signs (+) or minus signs (-) after the color.  e.g. specify go++ to use the color gold, lightened two steps or peach- for the color peach, darkened one step.  Alternately, the entire 6-byte RGB sequence can be specified (e.g. FFD700, or 9F9F9F)

CBT    color
   Set the background color of text and the file listing.
   e.g.    CBT  BLUE+
   This sets the background color of text and file listings to a slightly-light blue.

CBB   color
   Set the background color of the top/bottoms lines 
   e.g.   CBB  YELLOW
   This sets the background color of the top/bottom informational lines to yellow.

CBC   00A5FF
   Set the background color at the cursor to the RGB color 00A5FF (in this case, orange)

CBD   color
   Set the background color of directories in the file listing to a color instead of PEACH

CFB   color
   Set the lettering (foreground) color in the top/bottom informational lines.

CFD   color
   Set the lettering (foreground) color of directories to a color

CFM  color
   Set to the lettering (foreground) color of marked files to something other than RED

CFT  color
   Set the lettering of text and file names to something other than the dark-gray default.




COLUMNS command – Set the starting number of columns for the directory listing.

e.g.   COL[umns] 3
         Sets the number of columns in the directory listing to three.




DEL[ete] is a cleanup command to mark-for-deletion those unused files of a temporary nature that have been dormant for a period of time.  Files are only marked for deletion when they are encountered in a DIR mode.  The user must then confirm deletion of these files by hitting SHIFT-DEL.  See the chapter on temporary files (not yet written).  The format of the DEL command is:

DEL  filemask  number-of-days

filemask defines the file name(s) and my contain wild cards (e.g. W34*.TXT).  A file mask of ZB marks temporary ZB backup files.  ZB temporary files are
_Zyymmdd.ZBhhmm??.[old-file-name]

number-of-days defines the number of days that a file must be dormant in order for it to be marked for deletion.  Values may range from 20 to 600.

e.g.   DEL  *.TMP  60
Mark for deletion all files that have an extension of TMP after 60 days
         DEL   ZB      97
Mark for deletion all ZB temporary files that have been dormant for 97 days.

Files marked for deletion appear in RED at the beginning of a DIRectory listing.  To actually delete the files, move the cursor to any marked file and hit Shift-Delete.
 




DIR command (introduced in version 7F/8F, 13-JAN-2013).  This command defines parameter length(s) displayed in a DIRectory listing.  These parameters are currently active only when the NOSHORT option is used in this release (which was requested by a user).  A list of parameters follows:

## – Where ## is a numeric value between 8 and 40.  When specified, this activates the NOSHORT option (see below) and specifies the minimum number of characters set aside for the file name in a DIRectory listing.  If there is insufficient space for ## characters, some other field (e.g. attributes) will be eliminated to allow the file names to be at least ## characters.  ## defaults to 12 characters.
:MM – (colon before the “MM”) – If space is available, display the time(s) in hh:mm format (default. 5 bytes)
:SS – (colon before “SS”) – If space is available display seconds in the file time(s) in the 8-byte format hh:mm:ss
ATTr – Display file attributes (Archive, Hidden, System, Read-only) in the DIRectory listing if there is sufficient space (default) (See NOATTR)
ALL – Display hidden, system, and read-only files (default)
DDMMyy - Display dates as ddmmyy (day-month-year).  If sufficient room in the DIRectory listing, display dates as dd-mm-yyyy (See: YYMM parameter) – (The default date representation is year-month-day, yymmdd or yyyy-mm-dd)
GMT – Use Greenwich time (GMT) when displaying the time associated with a file.
HHMM – Display times as a 4-byte hhmm (rather than the default hh:mm)
HH:MM – Display file times as a 5-byte hh:mm (default)
HHMMSS – Display times as a 6-byte file, hhmmss (see :SS, above)
HH:MM:SS – Display times as an 8-byte field, hh:mm:ss 
HIDden – Display hidden files (to reverse a previous NOHIDDEN option)
LOC – Use the local time when displaying files time (See also GMT)
MMDDyy – Display dates as mmddyy (month-day-year).  If sufficient room in the DIRectory listing, display dates as mm/dd/yyyy (See: YYMM parameter) – (The default date representation is year-month-day, yymmdd or yyyy-mm-dd)
NOAttr – Do not display attributes in a DIR listing to allow more space for the file name. (see: ATTR)
NOHid – Do not display files with the hidden attribute (default is HIDden)
NORead – Do not show files with the Read-only attribute in a DIR listing.
NOSHort (or NSH) – Do not display the short (called 8.3) file names on the left side of a DIRectory listing.  This will allow more room for the long file names on the right side of a DIRectory listing.
NOTime – Do not display the time in a DIRectory listing to save space on a DIRectory listing line.
NOSYS – Do not display files with the SYStem attribute
SHOrt – Display the short (8.3) file names on the left side of a Directory listing (default)
UT – Same as GMT
YYMMdd – Display dates as yymmdd (year-month-day).  If sufficient room, display dates as yyyy-mm-dd.  This is the default (See MMDD or DDMM parameter)
Z – Same as GMT

Example:  DIR NOSHORT :SS NOHID
In this example, the user requests that the short (8.3) file names not be listed on the left side of a DIRectory listing.  File times will be listed as hh:mm:ss.  Files with the hidden attribute will not be listed.

END  [no parameters] – Marks the end of the configuration file.  Subsequent records in the configuration file are ignored.




EXT (extension) command allows the user to specify what program is to be used as an editor in DIR mode.  Normally, when one hits the letter “O” on a file name in DIR mode, ZBLIST uses the default editor for that extension.  (e.g. Microsoft WORD is called whenever a user hits “O” when a file with an extension of “.DOC” is highlighted.  The format is:

EXT   extension   program-name

extension is a 1-4 byte file name extension (e.g. “TXT”)
program-name is the name of the program to be called.

Example:  EXT   HTM   NOTEPAD.EXE
In this example, if a file with the extension of .HTM is highlighted and the user hits the letter “O”, ZBList will invoke the program NOTEPAD.EXE rather than the Microsoft default (which is usually Windows Explorer).




FONT command – Set the font used for directory listing and text listing.  ZBLIST  only supports a fixed font. (i.e. ZBLIST does not support proportional fonts).

e.g.  FONT COURIER




FONTSIZE command – Set the font size used for directory listings and text listings.  Valid values are between 8 and 20.

e.g.  FONTSIZE  12





FT* commands (no parameters)
Three or four character commands that begin FT define how ZBList will handle text while searching for a particular string.  Options are for bold print, underlining, and highlighting.
   FTB		Complete lines containing the found text will be in bold (default)
   FTBT	Only the found text will be in bold print. The rest of the line will not be bold.
   FTNB	Lines with found text will not have any bold text.
   FTU		Found text will be underlined
   FTUL	Entire line(s) containing found text will be underlined
   FTNU	No underlining (default)
   FTH	Found text will be highlighted in the same color as the cursor on a directory listing (default)
   FTHL	Entire lines of containing the found text will be highlighted
   FTNH	Found text will not be highlighted
Highlighting and underlining are mutually exclusive.
ZBList only works with monospaced fonts.  Some fonts are wider when bold.  If the normal font and the bold font are not the same width, bold is ignored.
   



NOPREC (no parameters) – This command specifies that there is to be NO Prompting before moving a file to the RECycle bin.  If specified, a file delete will move the deleted file to the recycle bin without prompting.  Normally, ZBLIST prompts users to confirm a files is to be moved to the recycle bin.




NOTAB (no parameters) – This command turns off tab-interpretation when listing a file.  Tabs (0X09) characters will not be eliminated and will probably be displayed as a centered dot on the screen.  (See TAB command, below)




REC[ycle] – The parameters are identical to the DELete command, but files are sent to the recycle bin rather than deleted.




TAB  - The TAB command sets the tab columns for interpretation when a tab character (0X09) is found in the text.  There are two forms:  TAB command without parameters and TAB command with column number specified.  If the TAB command is specified without parameters, tabs are set at columns 9, 17, 25 … and every 8 columns up to 513.  Alternately, the user can specify the specific columns of the tabs.  (See: NOTAB command (above).  Examples:
   TAB   (no parameters) 
This sets tabs at columns 9, 17, 25, 33, etc
   TAB   12 18 25 38 47 66
This sets tabs at the column number specified
   TAB   2
This sets the tab only at column 2, effectively turning off tabs when found beyond column 2.  Effectively, any TAB character (0X09) is reduced to a single blank.





WIN[dow] [width] [,height] – Specify the startup window size for ZBList.  This is similar to the S (for size) parameter in the startup parameters, but with different values.   Instead of ranging from 0-5, these parameters range from 00-100.  A width of 0 (zero) causes ZBList to use the minimum window width of 80 characters.  A width of 100, causes ZBList to use the full window width.  A height of 0 (zero) causes ZBList to use the minimum window height of 25 characters.  A height of 100, causes ZBList to use the full screen height.

e.g   WINDOW  45,100
In this example, the ZBList window’s width would be about one half the screen width, but full screen height.





WRAP (no parameters) – Start ZBList in WRAP mode.  Normally, ZBList starts in NOWRAP mode.  That is, lines wider than the screen are truncated (i.e. not “wrapped” to the next line).  The WRAP command starts ZBLIST in WRAP mode.  WRAP mode can be toggled on/off by hitting the “W” when listing a file.  The WRAP command simply alters the starting status of WRAP.


